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Abstract
We study the Higgs boson decays and production via gluon fusion at the LHC as a probe of two
typical littlest Higgs models which introduce a top quark partner with different (even and odd) T-
parity to cancel the Higgs mass quadratic divergence contributed by the top quark. For each model
we consider two different choices for the down-type quark Yukawa couplings. We first examine the
branching ratios of the Higgs boson decays and then study the production via gluon fusion followed
by the decay into two photons or two weak gauge bosons. We find that the predictions can be
quite different for different models or different choices of down-type quark Yukawa couplings and
all these predictions can sizably deviate from the SM predictions. So the Higgs boson processes at
the LHC can be a sensitive probe for these littlest Higgs models.
PACS numbers: 14.80.Cp,12.60.Fr,11.30.Qc
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I. INTRODUCTION
To solve the fine-tuning problem of the Standard Model (SM), the little Higgs [1] is pro-
posed as a kind of electroweak symmetry breaking mechanism accomplished by a naturally
light Higgs sector. The Higgs boson remains light, being protected by the approximate global
symmetry and free from one-loop quadratic sensitivity to the cutoff scale. The littlest Higgs
model [2] provides an economical approach which implements the idea of the little Higgs.
However, due to the tree-level mixing of heavy and light mass eigenstates, the electroweak
precision tests can give strong constraints on this model [3], which would require raising
the mass scale of the new particles to be much higher than TeV and thus reintroduce the
fine-tuning in the Higgs potential [4]. To tackle this problem, a discrete symmetry called
T-parity is proposed [5], which forbids those tree-level contributions to the electroweak ob-
servables. In the pioneer version of this model (hereafter called model-I) [5], the T-parity is
simply implemented by adding the T-parity images for the original top quark interaction to
make the Lagrangian T-invariant. A characteristic prediction of this model is a T-even top
partner which cancels the Higgs mass quadratic divergence contributed by the top quark.
An alternative implementation of T-parity has recently been proposed (hereafter called
model-II) [6], where all new particles including the heavy top partner responsible for can-
celling the SM one-loop quadratic divergence are odd under T-parity. An obvious virtue of
this model is that the spectrum of the third-generation quark sector is simplified [6].
These littlest Higgs models with T-parity (LHT) mainly alter the property of the Higgs
boson and hence the hints of these models can be unravelled from various Higgs boson
processes [7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. Since different models have different predictions for Higgs boson
processes, it is important to study the models comparatively. In this work we perform such
a comparative study for model-I and model-II focusing on the decay branching ratios of the
Higgs boson as well as the production at the LHC via gluon fusion followed by the decay into
two photons or two weak gauge bosons. Since both models can have two different choices
for the down-type quark Yukawa couplings, we will consider the two choices for each model.
In our analysis we will show the predictions of these two models and compare with the SM
results.
This work is organized as follows. In Sec. II we recapitulate the LHT models with
emphasis on model-II since model-I has been intensively discussed in the literature. Then
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we perform a comparative study for model-I and model-II focusing on the decay branching
ratios of the Higgs boson in Sec. III and the production at the LHC via gluon fusion followed
by the decay into two photons or two weak gauge bosons in Sec. IV. Finally, we give our
conclusion in Sec. V.
II. THE LITTLEST HIGGS MODEL WITH T-PARITY
The original littlest Higgs model [2] is based on a non-linear sigma model describing
the spontaneous breaking of a global SU(5) down to a global SO(5) at an energy scale
f ∼ O(TeV). The vacuum expectation value of an SU(5) symmetric tensor Σ is proportional
to
Σ0 =


0 0 1
0 1 0
1 0 0

 , (1)
where 1 represents a unit 2 × 2 matrix. The low energy dynamics of the non-linear sigma
model is described in terms of the field
Σ(x) = eiΠ/fΣ0e
iΠT /f = e2iΠ/fΣ0 (2)
where
Π(x) =
14∑
a=1
πa(x)Xa, (3)
with πa(x) being the Goldstone fields corresponding to 14 broken generators Xa for the
SU(5)→ SO(5) breaking.
In the pioneer version of littlest Higgs model with T-parity (model-I), the T-parity in
the top quark sector is implemented by simply adding the T-parity images of the original
interaction to make the Lagrangian T-invariant. Thus, it predicts a T-even top partner
which cancels the Higgs mass quadratic divergence contributed by the top quark. Since
there are detailed descriptions for this model in the literature [5, 7], we do not discuss it in
detail here. In the following we recapitulate an alternative version of T-parity construction
(model-II) [6].
In model-II, to implement T-parity in the fermion sector, it requires the introduction of
the mirror fermions. For each SM lepton/quark doublet, under the SU(2)1 × SU(2)2 gauge
symmetry, two fermion doublets q1(2, 1) and q2(1, 2) are introduced. They can be embedded
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into the incomplete representation multiplets Ψ1 and Ψ2 of SU(5). A right-handed SO(5)
multiplets ΨR transforming nonlinearly under the full SU(5) is introduced to give mass to
the extra fermions. The field content can be expressed as
Ψ1 =


q1
0
0

 , Ψ2 =


0
0
q2

 , ΨR =


ψR
χR
ψ˜R

 , (4)
where qA = −σ2(uLA, dLA)T = (idLA ,−iuLA)T with A = 1, 2 and ψ˜R = (id′R,−iu′R)T. The
second component of ψR is −iqR. The mirror fermions can obtain O(f) mass via
Lκ = −κijf
(
Ψ¯i2ξ + Ψ¯
i
1Σ0ξ
†)ΨjR + h.c., (5)
where ξ = eiΠ/f , Ω ≡ diag(1, 1,−1, 1, 1), and i, j = 1, 2, 3 are the generation indices. For
simplicity, we assume flavor diagonal and hence we have a universal κ in our study. The
fields transform under SU(5) as
Ψ1 → V ∗Ψ1 Ψ2 → VΨ2 , ΨR → UΨR, ξ → V ξU † = UξΣ0V TΣ0, Σ→ V ΣV T , (6)
where V denotes the SU(5) rotation, and U is the unbroken SO(5) rotation and is a non-
linear representation of the SU(5). Under T-parity the transformation laws are defined
as
Ψ1 → −ΩΣ0Ψ2 , ΨR → −ΩΨR , ξ → Ωξ†Ω , (7)
here the transformation of Ψ1 follows [12], and Eq. (5) has the full SU(5) global symmetry
and thus we have q1 → −q2 and Σ → Σ˜ = Σ0ΩΣ†ΩΣ0 under T-parity. Under the above
transformations, the Lagrangian is T-invariant.
The Lagrangian in Eq. (5) contains the new Higgs boson interactions and the mass terms.
For the first and second generations we have
Lκ ≃ −
√
2κf
[
d¯L
−
d′R +
1 + cξ
2
u¯L
−
u′R −
1− cξ
2
u¯L
−
qR +
sξ√
2
u¯L+χR
]
+ h.c. , (8)
where we ignored the generation indices, and cξ ≡ cos v+h√2f and sξ ≡ sin v+h√2f come from the
non-linear sigma model field ξ, with h and v being the neutral Higgs boson field and its
vacuum expectation value, respectively. The fermion uL
−
= (uL1 +uL2)/
√
2 is T-odd, which
together with u′R gets a mass, and uL+ = (uL1 −uL2)/
√
2 is T-even and massless. The same
definition also applies to the down-type quarks. The fields qR and χR can obtain large Dirac
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masses by introducing additional fields, as discussed in [5]. In our study we assume both
masses are 3.5 TeV. From Eq. (8) we can see that the first component of the doublet ψ˜R
does not appear and the T-odd down-type quarks have no tree-level coupling with the Higgs
boson.
For the top quark interaction sector, in order to cancel the quadratic divergence of the
Higgs mass induced by the top quark, it requires the introduction of additional singlets U1
and U2. One can write down their interaction Lagrangian as [6]
Lt = −
λ
2
√
2
fǫijkǫxy
[
(Q¯1)iΣjxΣkyUR1 − (Q¯2Σ0Ω)iΣ˜jxΣ˜kyUR2
]
+ h.c. , (9)
where the indices i, j, k run from 1 to 3 whereas x, y = 4, 5, and Q1 = (q1, U1, 02)
T whereas
Q2 = (02, U2, q2)
T. Under T-parity these fields transform as Q1 → −ΩΣ0Q2, UR1 → UR2 .
Therefore, the T-parity eigenstates are defined as UL
−
= (U1 − U2)/
√
2 (T-odd) and UL+ =
(U1+U2)/
√
2 (T-even), and the same definition also applies to the right-handed singlet. Eq.
(9) will introduce mixing between the light T-even and the heavy T-even fermions, which
can be removed by the additional interactions:
L′t = −
λ′
2
√
2
fǫlmnǫrs
[
(Q¯2)lΣ
′
mrΣ
′
nsUR1 − (Q¯1ΩΣ0)lΣ˜′mrΣ˜′nsUR2
]
+ h.c. , (10)
where Σ′ = ΩΣ†Ω, Σ′ → Σ˜′ = Σ0ΣΣ0 under T-parity, and the indices l, m, n run from 3 to
5 whereas r, s=1,2. Adding L′t to Lt and taking λ′ = λ, we can get the following simple
expression for the top quark Yukawa coupling sector
Lt − L′t ≃ −λf
(
sΣu¯L+UR+ +
1 + cΣ√
2
U¯L
−
UR
−
)
+ h.c. , (11)
where cΣ ≡ cos
√
2(v+h)
f
and sΣ ≡ sin
√
2(v+h)
f
arise from the non-linear sigma model field Σ.
The field UL+ together with χR gets a Dirac mass in Eq. (5). From Eq.(5) we can get the
Higgs boson interactions and the mass terms for the third generation fermions
Lκ ≃ −
√
2κf
[
d¯L
−
d′R +
1 + cξ
2
u¯L
−
u′R −
1− cξ
2
u¯L
−
qR
− sξ√
2
U¯L
−
qR −
sξ√
2
U¯L
−
u′R +
sξ√
2
u¯L+χR + cξU¯L+χR
]
+ h.c.. (12)
The Yukawa couplings of up-type quarks for the first and second generations are given by a
similar Lagrangian as for the top quark, but without introducing any extra singlet fields:
Lu = −
λu
2
√
2
fǫijkǫxy
[
(Ψ¯1)iΣjxΣky − (Ψ¯2Σ0Ω)iΣ˜jxΣ˜ky
]
uR + h.c. , (13)
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where uR → uR under T-parity. Eq.(13) contains the following Higgs boson interactions as
well as the mass term for up-type quarks of the first and second generations
Lu ≃ − λu√
2
fsΣuL+uR + h.c.. (14)
After diagonalizing the mass matrix in Eqs.(8,11,12,14), we can get the mass eigenstates
and the Higgs couplings. For each SM fermion doublet, there are d−, u− , q (T-odd) and
χ (T-even). Besides, the top quark has a T-odd partner T− which cancels the one loop
quadratic divergence of Higgs mass induced by the top quark.
Higgs boson has the couplings with other particles including down-type quarks, leptons,
SM gauge bosons, extra gauge bosons and scalar particles. These couplings are same as
in model-I and can be found in [7, 13]. Here we list the Higgs boson couplings with the
down-type quarks and the SM gauge bosons, normalized with the corresponding couplings
in the SM,
ghdd¯
gSM
hdd¯
≈ 1− 1
4
v2SM
f 2
+
7
32
v4SM
f 4
for Case A,
≈ 1− 5
4
v2SM
f 2
− 17
32
v4SM
f 4
for Case B,
ghV V
gSMhV V
≈ 1− 1
4
v2SM
f 2
− 1
32
v4SM
f 4
, (V = Z,W ), (15)
where GF = 1/(
√
2v2sm) with vsm = f
√
1− cos(√2v/f). The relation of down-type quark
couplings also applies to the lepton couplings.
III. HIGGS DECAY BRANCHING RATIOS IN LHT MODELS
In both model-I and model-II, the heavy photon AH is the lightest T-odd particle with
a mass given by
M2AH =
g′2f 2
5
− g
′2v2SM
4
. (16)
As discussed in [14], the scale f in model-I may be as low as 500 GeV, and the constraint
in model-II is expected to be even weaker [6]. For f = 500 GeV, AH has a mass of about
65 GeV. Therefore, in addition to the SM decay channels, the new decay h → AHAH will
open for mh ≥ 2mAH and the partial width is given by
Γ(h→ AHAH) =
g2hAHAHm
3
h
128πm4AH
√
1− βAH
(
1− βAH +
3
4
β2AH
)
, (17)
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where βAH = 4m
2
AH
/m2h. Because AH is stable, there are no off-shell decays h→ A∗HA∗H or
h→ AHA∗H . In the LHT models the partial widths of the Higgs decays to the SM particles
can be obtained as Γ(h→ XX) = Γ(h→ XX)SM(ghXX/gSMhXX)2 (X denotes a SM particle),
where ghXX/g
SM
hXX is predicted by the LHT models and Γ(h→ XX)SM is calculated with the
code Hdecay [15] (the relevant higher order QCD and electroweak corrections are considered
in this code).
Note that in the LHT models the corrections to the tree-level decays h → f f¯ ,WW,ZZ
are mainly from the suppression of the corresponding couplings. For the loop-induced decay
h → gg, in addition to the top quark loops, the loops of new T-even and T-odd quarks
also come into play. For the decay h → Zγ, the W boson loop contribution is dominant
[16] and thus we only consider the alteration of the Higgs coupling with the W boson. The
decay channel h → γγ is a focus of our discussion. In addition to the contributions of top
quark and W boson, the new charged heavy fermions, gauge bosons and scalar particles will
contribute to the decay h → γγ. Following the approach in [17], we calculate the partial
decay width of h→ γγ at one-loop. Because the QCD radiative corrections are rather small
[15], our result is precise enough.
In our calculation we take κ = 1 and λ′ = λ in model-II, and r = 1 in model-I. Our
calculations show that the results are not so sensitive to these parameters, but very sensitive
to the Higgs mass mh and breaking scale f . We take 100 GeV ≤ mh ≤ 500 GeV and
500 GeV ≤ f ≤ 2 TeV.
In Fig. 1 we plot the Higgs decay branching ratios versus the Higgs boson mass in model-I
and model-II. Comparing the left panels with the right panels, we see that the two models
predict very different branching ratios for h→ gg. Further, comparing the upper panels with
the lower panels, we see that for each model the two cases give quite different branching
ratios for h → gg or h → γγ. In both models with f = 500 GeV, the new decay h →
AHAH opens up for mh ≥ 130 GeV. This decay mode can be dominant and over 70% for
130 GeV < mh < 150 GeV, then it decreases as mh gets large and become comparable
with h → WW ∗ at mh ≃ 160 GeV. The reason is that the Higgs coupling with AH is
of the electroweak strength and much larger than the Yukawa coupling of b quark. For
130 GeV < mh < 150 GeV, the decay width of h → AHAH is much larger than the decay
h → bb and the off-shell decay h → WW ∗. Here we fixed f = 500 GeV and did not show
the dependence on f . As f gets larger, the decay h→ AHAH becomes less important.
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FIG. 1: The Higgs decay branching ratios versus the Higgs mass in model-I and model-II.
In Figs. 2 and 3, we plot the Higgs decay branching ratios normalized to the SM pre-
dictions in model-I and model-II for Case A and Case B, respectively. We see that for a
small value of f the two models can predict quite different branching ratios from the SM
predictions. As f gets large, the deviation from the SM prediction for each decay mode
becomes small and finally reduce to the SM results when f is up to 2 TeV. The deviation
from the SM prediction is also sensitive to the Higgs boson mass. Again, the results show
that the two models predict quite different branching ratios for h → gg or h → γγ; while
for other decay modes the two models give the similar results. Besides, the predictions of
various branching ratios in Case A and Case B can be sizably different for mh = 120GeV
and a small value of f . In the following we give some explanations for the above features:
(1) First we explain why the branching ratio of h → gg (h → γγ) in model-II is smaller
8
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FIG. 2: The Higgs decay branching ratios normalized to the SM predictions in model-I and model-
II. For the decay channel V V , V can be Z or W , while for f f¯ , f denotes a down-type quark or
lepton.
(larger) than in model-I. The main contributions of model-I and model-II to the decay
h→ gg are from the loops of the fermions whose couplings to h are given by
− mt
v
ytt¯th− mT
v
yT T¯ Th+
3∑
i=1
−
mui
−
v
yui
−
u¯i−u
i
−h−
mqi
v
yqi q¯
iqih− mχi
v
yχiχ¯
iχih (18)
in model-I and
− mt
v
y′tt¯th−
m
U
−
v
y′
U
−
U¯−U−h+
3∑
i=1
−
mui
−
v
y′ui
−
u¯i−u
i
−h−
mqi
v
y′qi q¯
iqih− mχi
v
y′χiχ¯
iχih (19)
in model-II. Here all the particles are the mass eigenstates (the diagonalization of the
mass matrix was performed numerically in our analysis). The contributions of these
fermion loops are not sensitive to the mass values when the fermion masses are much
larger than half of the Higgs boson mass. Hence, the contributions of model-I and
model-II are approximately proportional to y2
I
/v2 and y2
II
/v2, where y
I
and y
II
denote
the sum of y and y′ in Eqs. (18) and (19), respectively. As y2
II
is smaller than y2
I
in
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FIG. 3: Same as Fig.2, but for Case B.
the parameter space we chose (for example, Table 1 shows the values of y
I
and y
II
for
f = 700 GeV), the decay width of h→ gg in model-II is thus smaller than in model-I.
For the decay h→ γγ, besides the fermion loops, the boson loops also contribute but
with an opposite sign. While the fermion loop contribution in model-II is smaller than
in model-I, the contributions of boson loops are equal in both models. The extent
of cancellation between fermion and boson loops in model-I is more severe than in
model-II. Thus, the decay width of h → γγ in mode-II is larger than in model-I. On
the other hand, for the total decay width of the Higgs boson, depending on the value
of the Higgs boson mass, it can be dominated by the decay h → bb¯, h → V V or
h→ AHAH , and each of these decays has the same width in both models. Therefore,
the branching ratio of h → gg (h → γγ) in model-II is smaller (larger) than that in
model-I.
(2) The reason why the two models give similar results for the decay modes of cc¯ and f f¯
(f is a down-type quark or lepton) is that the two models give respectively the same
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TABLE I: The values of y and y′ in Eqs. (18) and (19) for f = 700 GeV.
yt yT yu1
−
+ yu2
−
+ yu3
−
yq1
−
+ yq2
−
+ yq3
−
yχ1
−
+ yχ2
−
+ yχ3
−
y
I
0.947 −0.036 −0.104 0.008 0 0.815
y′t y
′
U
−
y′
u1
−
+ y′
u2
−
+ y′
u3
−
y′
q1
−
+ y′
q2
−
+ y′
q3
−
y′
χ1
−
+ y′
χ2
−
+ y′
χ3
−
y
II
0.876 −0.169 −0.057 0.001 −0.026 0.625
prediction for the Higgs Yukawa couplings with down-type quarks, leptons, and almost
the same prediction for up-type quarks except top quark. Therefore, the branching
ratios of these decay channels are similar in both models.
(3) The hbb¯ coupling in Case B is more suppressed than in Case A, as shown in Eq. (15).
For mh = 120 GeV, the decay h→ bb¯ is dominant and the total decay width in Case B
is much smaller than in Case A. Therefore, the predictions of various branching ratios
in Case B can be sizably different from those in Case A for mh = 120 GeV and a small
value of f .
IV. THE RATE σ(gg → h)×BR(h→ γγ or V V ) AT LHC IN LHT MODELS
In the SM the Higgs productions at the LHC are dominated by gluon fusion process.
The h → γγ channel shows very good sensitivity in the range 114 GeV < mh < 140 GeV.
For 2mW < mh < 2mZ , the decay h → WW → lνlν provides the most sensitive search
channel. For mH > 130 GeV (except the interval between 2mW and 2mZ), the channel
h → ZZ∗ → 4l provides excellent sensitivity [18]. Especially, for the channel h → γγ,
with an integrated luminosity 100 fb−1 (10 fb−1) from both ATLAS and CMS, the rate
σ(gg → h)×BR(h→ γγ) can be measured to 10% (30%) [8, 19]. Once we find a light Higgs
boson at the LHC, this channel can provide a test for different models. In the LHT models,
σ(gg → h) is strongly correlated with Γ(h → gg), which depend on the same effective
coupling hgg. In our results we use σ(gg → h) to denote the hadronic cross section of the
Higgs production proceeding through gg → h at parton level. We use CTEQ6L [20] for
parton distributions, with the renormalization scale µR and factorization scale µF chosen to
be µR = µF = mh.
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FIG. 4: The value of σ(gg → h) × BR(h → γγ) normalized to the SM prediction in model-I and
model-II. The curves from bottom to top correspond to f = 500 GeV, 600 GeV, 700 GeV, 800
GeV, 1 TeV, 2 TeV, respectively. The cross section σ(gg → h) denotes the hadronic cross section
proceeding through gg → h.
In Figs. 4 and 5 we plot respectively the rates of σ(gg → h)×BR(h→ γγ) and σ(gg →
h)×BR(h→ V V ) (V = Z,W ) normalized to the SM predictions in model-I and model-II.
We see that compared with the SM predictions the LHT models can suppress the rates
sizably for a small value of f . As f gets large, the suppression is weakened and finally the
results reduce to the SM predictions for a sufficiently large f (about 2 TeV). Further, the two
models can give very different predictions. For example, for mh = 150 GeV and f = 500
GeV, the rates are suppressed to 10−1 (10−2) relative to the SM predictions in model-I
(model-II). The deviation of the predictions between the two models can be understood as
follows. The production cross section of gg → h is much smaller in model-II than in model-I
since the process gg → h is strongly correlated with the decay h → gg (the decay width
of h → gg in model-II is much smaller than in model-I, as shown and explained in the
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FIG. 5: Same as Fig. 4, but for σ(gg → h)×Br(h→ V V ) (V = Z,W ).
preceding section). Although the decay branching ratio of h→ γγ is larger in model-II, the
suppression of the production cross section of gg → h is dominant and thus the rate σ(gg →
h)×BR(h→ γγ) is smaller in model-II. Besides, Figs. 4 and 5 showed that the predictions
in Case A and Case B can be sizably different in the range of 100 GeV ≤ mh ≤ 130 GeV
for a small value of f . The reason is that the two cases give quite different branching ratios
for h → γγ or h → gg (and thus give different cross sections for gg → h), as shown and
explained in the preceding section.
V. CONCLUSION
In two typical littlest Higgs models which introduce a top quark partner with different
(even and odd) T-parity to cancel the Higgs mass quadratic divergence contributed by the
top quark, we calculated the branching ratios of the Higgs boson decays and examined the
production at the LHC via gluon fusion followed by the decay into two photons or two weak
13
gauge bosons. For each model we considered two different choices for the down-type quark
Yukawa couplings. From our numerical results we obtained the following observations: (i)
For the Higgs decays, we found that with 130 GeV < mh < 150 GeV and f ≃ 500 GeV,
the new decay h → AHAH can be the dominant mode. The two models can give very
different branching ratios from the SM predictions. Further, the predictions between the
two models can be quite different for BR(h→ γγ) and BR(h→ gg); while for other decay
modes both models give the similar predictions; (ii) For the rates σ(gg → h)×BR(h→ γγ)
and σ(gg → h) × BR(h → V V ) (V = Z,W ) at the LHC, both models can give severe
suppression relative to the SM predictions, and the predictions of the two models can also
differ significantly; (iii) For each model the two different choices for the down-type quark
Yukawa couplings can also lead to different results. Therefore, these Higgs processes at the
LHC may be a sensitive probe for the little Higgs theory and may even provide a way to
distinguish the different models or different scenarios.
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